UCF Student Government
Elections & Appointments (E&A) Meeting
Virtual
Tuesday, JUNE1st, 2021
5:00 PM
Zoom | Meeting ID: 969 1450 7000

MEETING AGENDA
1. Call to Order: 5:02 PM
2. Roll Call & Verification of Quorum: 14/16
Name

Email

Initial

Final

Chair Moscol

sga_ea@ucf.edu

P

P

Vice-Chair Layman-Williams

sgaecs6@ucf.edu

P

P

Senator Calvert

sganscm4@ucf.edu

E

E

Senator Gonzalez

sgachps1@ucf.edu

P

P

Senator Greenaway

sganscm1@ucf.edu

E

E

Senator Huerta

sganscm2@ucf.edu

P

P

Senator Jacobs

sga_sci1@ucf.edu

P

P

Senator Kehoe

sga_cah2@ucf.edu

P

P

Senator Mittan

sga_ba1@ucf.edu

P

P

Senator Novack

sga_sci8@ucf.edu

P

P

Senator Ulysse

sgamed3@ucf.edu

P

P

Senator Power

sga_sci4@ucf.edu

P

P

Senator Aixala

sga_ba7@ucf.edu

P

P

Senator Yaari

sga_sci6@ucf.edu

P

P

LJR Rep Mitchinson

sga_ba6@ucf.edu

P

P

Pro Tempore Representative

sga_pro@ucf.edu

P

P
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3. Approval of the Minutes: Approved by GC
4. Approval of the Agenda: Approved by GC
5. Announcements from the Chaira. Good afternoon everyone!
b. 8 appointees to see today. This will be the remainder of the executive branch.
c. I want to be proactive and let you all know that my MCAT will most likely be on June
18th. With this in mind, I don’t expect to be in Senate the Thursday before. I am
planning on preparing the vice chair to make announcements on the floor, so I will
have her practice this upcoming Senate meeting!
d. Appointee supporting documents have been linked, courtesy of VP Wilson
6. Announcements from the Vice Chaira. Good afternoon!
b. Please make sure you are writing your name and question for the questioning part
and name for debate, it helps me out a lot!
c. Document explaining the specific role of each Executive position
i. Refresher Of Roles
d. Breaks
i. If you are feeling burnt out or tired and want a break, please let us know! (at
a good time)
ii. If you have any concerns, problems or issues with the committee, please let
us know
7. Announcements from Committee Membersa. N/A
8. Announcements from Non-Committee Membersa. N/A
9. Old Businessa. N/A
10. New Businessa. Confirmations
i. Safiya Dewji - Visual Media Coordinator - POSTPONED
ii. Alexandra Fabregas - Comptroller
1. Speech: I am a rising junior who is majoring in accounting and
minoring in legal studies. During freshman year, I joined the
Association of Latino Professionals for America and from that
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experience I felt motivated by others in the organization to serve the
community in a greater capacity. I served in the La Rosa-Blanco as
the safety and transportation coordinator my sophomore year.
Because of this experience, I understand the immense and tireless
work student government does every day and how it impacts
students. I also had an opportunity to work with the UCF PD. With my
prior experience, I know what the comptroller needs to do to best
help out the coordinators and the rest of the cabinet. Also, I want to
ensure what fiscal policy was unclear to the student body and the
cabinet is clear to anyone who wants information. I want to make
sure student dollars are used correctly around campus. My first
initiative is: I want to develop important and meaningful relationships
with departments and agencies by having monthly meetings and
ensuring a constant flow of communication that the needs of the
fiscal are met. I want to have biweekly meetings with fiscal committee
chairs and potential have collaboration. I want to create fiscal training
and workshops for SG agents, work with fiscal chairs and the pro
tempore's offices to create training for presidents and treasurers of
RSO’s. I also want to conduct an executive branch training regarding
purchasing rules during cabinetry work that covers in depth
information about how to fill out a PRF, how to fill out an IUT, and go
over regular use of funds. I want to restructure the PRF system and
how it gets signed. I want to work with the communication division to
inform the student body about the different parts of campus, the
activity and service fee funds.
2. Questioning:
a. Aixala: If appointed, what will you most look forward to as a
comptroller?
i. Answer: I would look forward to knowing the agency
department heads and building more relationships.I
can serve as someone who can bridge the gap
between the departments and agencies that Activities
and Service Fees fund and SG. I want to establish
more open communication and be there for any
questions or concerns they might have.
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b. Power: Why did you not want to once again serve as Safety
and Transportation Coordinator?
i. Answer: I wanted to serve at a greater capacity and
wanted to be the admin of the cabinet to make more
change. With my major and previous experience I
would be able to benefit the student body more with a
larger leadership role.
c. Jacobs: Can you tell us something about yourself that is not
on your resume?
i. Answer: I played soccer for 17 years and the
relationships I have today are from the sport. I learned
to collaborate more as a team and was on leadership
roles on my team. I learned how to deal with different
personalities and how to resolve conflict in high
tension situations on the field and off the field. I bring
those skills into my daily life today.
d. Mittan: The Comptroller serves as the CFO of SG, what past
experiences will best help you in this role?
i. Answer: The position that is going to help me the most
is the Safety and Transportation Coordinator because
I had my own separate budget and had to perform
budget presentations. I had to sit in hearings where
different positions would argue money distribution. I
also worked on big projects that required long
contracts and had to work with Lyft which dealt with
allocating money. That experience along with filling
out PRF’s and learning how to work with AS&F. There
is still room for me to learn but I have a good
understanding.
3. Debate:
a. Kehoe: in favor + saw her serve position in Rosa-Blanco +
plan details many different fiscal things I was not familiar with
b. Aixala: in favor + immense detail + goes into detail and knew
her as a the coordinator
4. Vote Count: 13-0-0
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iii. Joao Pedro Vartanian Silveira - Director of Student Affairs
1. Speech: I am an international and transfer student. I am a double
major in economics and communications and conflict. I have been
able to adapt to different circumstances and cultures. This is my first
time with the Student Government and I was a student who did not
get involved. I became a student ambassador for the College of
Business and I worked as the student engagement chair. I co-created
initiatives such as mental health initiative with CAPS, had RSO
panels with over 14 different RSOs, and worked with transfer
students and created a bridge to the college of business to global. I
have been involved with the student learning academic success
console and worked with international students' mentors.My first plan
involves Universal knights and change the ticketing process (website
crashed) by dividing the number of days. With each day it can be
either by the same percentage or a different percentage of tickets
available. My goals with Light Up UCF is work on the process of
giving out the ticket for the free day and I ask that you make it ahead
of time to avoid long lines. I want to work with senators to gain
different perspectives from each college and work everyone involved
with the homelessness and hunger coalition with VP Wilson.
2. Questioning:
a. Moscol: What initiative are you most excited about?
i. Answer: I want to work with senators and gain the
perspective of students from their college. It is
essential to understand their perspective and is going
to help with the division of student affairs and the
coordinators. It is important to understand how
students in your college think to ensure they are not
biased towards a specific college and help the overall
student body.
b. Power: Given that part of your role involved being a liaison to
Veterans Academic Resource Center, how will you make
yourself accessible to a group of students that are not really
represented in SG and have different problems when
compared to other students?
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i.

Answer: Working with VARC within the first month I
am confirmed is to call with them and visit their office.
I am familiar with their different resources such as
mentors, scholarships, and career services. I want to
have a conversation with the director and talk about
the ceremony for the veteran students. I want to
prioritize going there and talking to organizations and
veteran students as well. It is important to understand
their priorities and what they need from us. Also, being
that person that they can go to if they need to support
by being open.
c. Yaari:How do you think living in all these different places prior
to UCF will help you complete your job in your new position
i. Answer: I met many international students in Canada
and I still maintain relationships with them. Having the
multicultural perspective when dealing with diversity
and inclusion and working with sustainability.
Something else I learned was being able to open my
mind to different initiatives and problems. I have the
ability to be open, create new relationships, not be
afraid of new challenges, and adaptability.
d. Kehoe: While looking over your resume, it does not appear
that you have any prior Student Government experience;
what would you say will be your biggest challenge in adjusting
to this role, especially with this role being one of a director?
i. Answer: It is true that I do not have prior experience
with Student Government and am not familiar with
other colleges. However, I plan on collaborating with
senators to learn about different colleges to be aware
of their problems and solutions for those students.
e. Jacobs: I was looking at your initiatives and I saw your
initiative about Universal Knights and how you want to divide
the tickets within a 3-day period. I was wondering if you can
go into a little more detail on how you would go about this?
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i.

Answer: I have to work with Shane from OSI and I
talked to the previous director, Rodney Graham. From
talking to Graham I realized I have to work with Shane
and OSI. I also have to talk to the arena because they
are responsible over ticketmaster. Also I want to look
at changing how the tickets are distributed by
establishing if I could do the three days and looking at
how many tickets would be available on the days, the
same amount or different amounts.

3. Debate:
a. Yaari: in favor + diverse knowledge from different countries
and I relate to him by being both a transfer and international
student
4. Vote Count: 13-0-0
iv. Adrian Lee - Diversity and Inclusion Coordinator
1. Speech: I am a rising senior and majoring in political science with a
track in international studies with a minor in human communications.
I worked extensively with the Asian-American student community and
MSC (Multicultural Student Center). My initiatives are ambitious but I
want to lay the groundwork for them to be achieved. I want to
promote community empowerment and inclusivity.
2. Questioning:
a. Moscol: If someone were to write a book about your life story,
what would the title be and why?
i. Answer: I want the title to reflect my internal struggles
and korean heritage. The title would include the
korean word little devil and tokki (rabbit).
b. Mittan: What initiative are you most excited to work on in this
position?
i. Answer: I am excited for the assembly and it would be
a semesterly meeting with all stakeholders in diversity
and inclusion, administration, student leaders in SG
and involved with RSO’s, greek leadership. I sat on a
lot of the panels outlining issues in minority
communities. There is a large gap in communication
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of initiatives by our administration, VP/president's
office, and student leaders. I want the space to honor
the work that has already been done and give the
chance of networking between student leaders, faculty
staff and administration.
3. Debate:
a. Bonefont: in favor + was on president advisory council
4. Vote Count: 10-0-2
v. Kylee Anzueto - Governmental Affairs Coordinator
1. Speech: I am a junior and majoring in political science on the
pre-law track with a minor in intelligence and national security and I
have a certificate in leadership studies. I have been involved with
legislative scholars, SGLC, working as a research assistant for the
College of Sciences and the student conduct: academic integrity
board. I have done research for UCF and won a scholarship for my
women in government presentation. My off-campus experiences are I
worked for the United States Senate, league of women voters of
Florida, city of Orlando intergovernmental relations and for public
supermarkets in governmental relations. I have experience/worked
on/with local, state, federal, and corporation levels for governments. I
want to get nonlegal studies involved by creating a platform where I
cross examine linkedin, handshake and other platforms to include
opportunities for political, governmental, and law internships while
collaborating with career services. I want to work with RSO’s to
expose students to political RSO’s by hosting events at the beginning
of the semester to show students what the RSO’s have to offer. I
have been working with UCF PAD and their executive cabinet to
potentially host a criminal justice reform where community leaders
and legal professionals speak about what happens with juvenile
justice. I have been working with Knight Pack with Ben (past deputy
chief of staff) on educational programming surrounding the pro Israel
movement. The last initiative I want to highlight is the day of orange
county courthouse: tour of courthouse, court proceeding observation
period, a Q&A with the defense attorney, prosecuting attorney, and a
judge, and an end of the day reception with a community partner.
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2. Questioning:
a. Moscol: Looking at the job highlight initiative, do you have any
proposals to increase legal internships for those not in the
legal studies major?
i. Answer: That was a big problem that students are
coming to me with and I am currently working with
UCF PAD (on exec) by looking to expand to other
majors. I want to work with career services to discuss
with law firms to expand criteria such as majors. I plan
to make it accessible to all students.
b. Gonzalez: Can you elaborate on your initiative regarding
bringing more Guest Speakers to campus and how you
envision that initiative?
i. Answer: I was a part of the legislative scholars
program and it was a networking experience through
zoom. I worked/spoken with speakers already due to
my experiences and jobs.I want to push for biweekly
meetings because many of these speakers love
talking to UCF students and come from different
backgrounds. I want to include hybrid meeting options.
For in person, I want to work with the Student Union
and I plan on working with other cabinet members and
senators. I want to cater with the student body by
ensuring they see people they are interested in.
c. Power: How will you ensure that any lobbying efforts towards
the government are representative of the wants of the entire
student body and not just a loud minority opinion?
i. Were you talking about Day at the Capitol or guest
speakers that are lobbyists?
1. Day at the Capitol
ii. Answer: I tried to reach out to political RSO’s and I am
looking at their needs and want because they cater
towards different groups of students. I plan on bringing
in different speakers that each RSO wants. I
discussed with pro tempore Slaughter and we
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discussed the lack of surveys by using QR codes. The
results from the survey would go to a newsletter and
they will go under legislative updates and highlight
different issues students voted on.
d. Jacobs: How would you describe your leadership style? Can
you give us an example of you using your leadership style?
i. Answer: I am a driven individual and I am involved
with leadership for most of the clubs I am involved
with. I plan everything out and make sure I accomplish
everything. I also want to ensure that I hold myself
accountable. I would say time management and
organization are two things I want to bring into this
position.
e. Gonzalez: How do you plan on ensuring great communication
with the GAP Chair to execute a successful Day at the Capitol
event?
i. Answer: It is the biggest event I have to host and I
have already reached out to Galloway. I have set up a
meeting with Janet Owens (VP of governmental
relations) and I am trying to ensure that Galloway can
attend the meeting so that dates are set in stone from
the beginning and we can adapt. I plan on attending
all of the meetings for GAP on Mondays.
3. Debate:
a. Layman-Williams: in favor + worked with during the summer +
always a great resource no matter what + best for the role
b. Gonzalez:in favor + passionate + eager to see initiatives +
perfect for the role
c. Kehoe: In SGLC together, she was super supportive and
involved, knowledgeable with all things related to the
government! Looking at the proposal, I was amazed.
4. Vote Count: 12-0-0
vi. Brandon Greenaway - Academic Affairs Coordinator
1. Speech: I am a sophomore and love outdoor activities. COVID
impacted my first year and I got involved with SG. I made new friends
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and want to serve the student body. I served as a knight thon chair
for SGLC and raised over 1,500 dollars for the team. I was on ELC
(executive leadership council) and served as chair of the Knightro
Suits committee. On this committee, we created an interviewing
panel with alumni and created events that focused on
professionalism. I want students to understand the resources
available from SG and become engaged again. The key to
succeeding as an academic affairs coordinator is building
relationships and connections with colleges and academic
organizations that support students. I will be working with advising,
career services, all 13 colleges, graduate student association,
transfer knights, and various professional fraternities. As well as
meeting with first generation students and students from downtown
and rosen. I want to work on events that improve students' well
-beings and I have provided a roadmap on how I plan to support all
students. I want to create a meet the deans months and monday
mental health break where students participate in fun and stress free
activities. I want to work with other organizations such as STEP to
bring their dogs.
2. Questioning:
a. Kehoe: Which of your initiatives do you plan on implementing
first and why?
i. Answer: I plan on building relationships and
connections by reaching out organizations. I will
achieve this by setting up initial meetings to see how
the student government can help out and how we can
get more student government involvement. I plan on
doing this right when I start position
b. Moscol: Do you have any initiatives catered to those planning
on attending professional school (law, med, etc.) and the
journey they go through, like entrance exams, etc
i. Answer: I want to support all students and reach out to
the professional fraternities and help plan events for
those students. Also, by creating intiviates that help
those students prepare for those events.
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3. Debate:
a. Kehoe: in favor + involved with him during SGLC + ELC and
served on communications department + driven
b. Huerta: in favor + candidate has taught many things
throughout experience and matches my energy + thinks
outside of the box
4. Vote Count: 10-0-1
vii. Allison Calvert - Marketing Coordinator
1. Speech: I am a junior and majoring in communications and conflict
with a minor focused on diplomacy. I am involved with the
panhellenic executive board, PLC (president's leadership council),
the order of Omega Greek Honor Society, and SG. We are students
serving students and I have the goal of SG being brought down to
students. I want to expand social media presence by highlighting
different voices, show off diverse personalities by using tik tok and
use stories. I also want to make social media more interactive by
including drop boxes, questions, and live Q&A’s. I want to make
social media more representative of all the branches by working with
the ELA, JELA (judicial external legislative assistant), and the
assistant supervisors of elections to expand presence. I want to have
bi weekly communication meeting so they have a voice in what the
communications team is putting out.
2. Questioning:
a. Moscol: How do you plan on reaching out to other branches
and asking them to be on socials?
i. Answer: If it is an official post I will send an email, if it
is formal to gain information about taking a picture
potentially or interviewing them. If it is informal, put it
through a text or reach out to the senate groupme or
reach out to the different members in the branches.
b. Gonzalez: How do you envision collaboration with my role
and how can I support you in this role?
i. Answer: One thing is being open and honest about
your needs and providing what you need. I want to
implement Senate Sunday’s where it shows students
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how the Senate applies to their everyday campus
lives.
3. Debate:
a. Huerta: in favor + on pan involvement committee + has good
communication skills and can click with anyone
b. Kehoe: in favor + great communicator + did amazing job for
SGLC + served on knightro suits initiative + looking after
people
c. Gonzalez: in favor + positive and joyful + providing for the
needs of the students + love her initiatives
d. Yaari: in favor + hardworking
4. Vote Count: 13-0-0
viii. Nicholas McCutcheon - Outreach Coordinator
1. Speech: I am an incoming junior involved with BHC and majoring in
marketing with a minor in digital media. I am involved with marching
knights, held leadership positions in LEAD, and currently a
promotions director for campus activities board. I plan on reaching
out to downtown and Rosen with innovative outreach methods. I
want to host collaborative events with other RSO’s on campus and
other OSI agencies. I want to work with SBA to create detailed
surveys to ensure we are getting good feedback from students and
addressing their needs.
2. Questioning:
a. Kehoe: Do you anticipate your position as the Student
Government Outreach Coordinator and your position within
the Campus Activities Board to conflict with each other and
how will you ensure that they don’t conflict?
i. Answer: There would be no conflicts and contacting
Rosen life, downtown student life, and meeting with
RSO’s. The Campus Activities Board is lenient with
scheduling because I set the schedule of when I want
to table and it has to work with my schedule. They are
similar positions and I have to work with Rosen Life
and Downtown Student Life for both positions. They
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align with each other and make sure their needs and
wants are taken care of and they work together.
b. Power: You said you wanted to increase responses to
surveys, how do you plan to do this? Additionally, you said
you plan to make more detailed surveys, would you agree
that the more detailed the survey, the less likely it is someone
takes the time to respond?
i. Answer: I have a similar thought process and one
strategy I have is tabling on campus on the patio of
student union and memory mall. I want to give out
promotional items and I want to give out promotional
items to get students who complete the surveys. I
foresee that possibly happening and working with SBA
and not making them overly lengthy. I plan on trying to
find that happy medium and want collaboration
between legislative and executive.
Debate:
c. Moscol: in favor + how you answered questions and previous
experience makes you a great candidate
3. Vote Count: 12-0-2
ix. Jasmine Fletcher - Director of Communications
1. Speech: I am a senior and majoring in secondary education with a
track in English language arts with a minor in ESOL education. I
served on the orientation team in 2019 and was an orientation lead
for the 2020 team. I am also going into my third year as a resident
assistant. I served on a regional board for housing organization and
oversaw all of the advocacy and education relations within our
region. I want to overall increase the transparency between the
student body and student government. I want to provide more spaces
for students to express their concerns and to speak in person or
virtual. I want to get started with the student-employee coalition
where students can express their different experiences while working
at UCF. I want to partner with transfer knights and fye (first year
experience) to implement SG informational sessions and provide
incoming or transfer students with different services or if they are
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looking to get involved with SG. I want to ensure that there is clear
communication whether it is difficult or not; ensuring that students'
voices are heard. I am very confident with my ability to be in this
position.
2. Questioning:
a. Moscol: What experiences, if any, have prepared you to be a
director?
i. Answer: The role that prepared me was the team lead
for orientation where I supervised and hired the
individuals. I had to provide support and mentorship to
the team and addressed all of their needs. With this
role, I know I will have to support my coordinators and
provide any direction they may need.
b. Gonzalez: What other responsibilities will you have to fulfill
and how do you plan on managing your time?
i. Answer: The main other obligation is the residential
assistance but I have experience on being in this role.
I know the time management concerning that role and
other things I have to do besides academics. I am
used to and well prepared for.
3. Debate:
a. Layman-Williams: Highly in favor, lots of experiences in
communication, she is capable of handling the position.
4. Vote Count: 13-0-0
11. Member Discussiona. Bonefont: started to do one-on-ones + pro temp slaughter will get into contact with
until Wednesday + make sure you send out RSO meetings and sign up for
mentor/mentee
12. Miscellaneous Businessa. N/A
13. Final Roll Call: 14/16
14. Adjournment: 6:41 PM
Key:
P - Present
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A - Absent
MTD - Move to Debate
MTV - Move to Vote
MTA- Move to Amend
PP - Postpone
PPI - Postpone Indefinitely
GC - General Consent
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